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 Supported resolutions between 1280x1024 and 2560x1600, and Windows XP, Vista, Windows 7, and Windows 8. Optionally
supported in High Definition or non-supported in Standard Definition. Birds of Prey: Wild Hunt (BOP:W) from Ubisoft
Montreal is a helicopter flight simulation game set in a post-apocalyptic setting. The player controls one of four female

characters; each has their own abilities and playstyles. It is the sequel to Birds of Prey (BOP). Aircraft Birds of Prey: Wild Hunt
features multiple aircraft, ranging in different body types. Some of the aircraft are basic, featuring small engines and single-

seater cockpits, whereas others have double and triple seats with many more features. The primary aircraft include the
following: Bell Jet Ranger GSX - a highly maneuverable aircraft with a short but powerful engine, the GSX gives the player a

fast, quick movement ability in the field. Bell 429 Airsport - an American military helicopter with a rear mounted engine and a
twin-tail. A variant with the same body and engine is available in the BOP:W game. CH-46 Sea Knight - a heavy and strong

multi-role military helicopter, the Sea Knight has a twin-tail with two engine pods and a crew of four. The CH-46 is
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customizable and can be upgraded. It is used in both single- and multiplayer settings. Eurocopter EC635 - a large military
helicopter with three engines, four seats and a twin-tail. The Eurocopter is customizable and can be upgraded. The EC635 can
be used in both single- and multiplayer settings. Harrier Jump Jet - a fast and large British-designed aircraft used by the United
Kingdom, United States, and Royal Air Force in the UK, the Harrier Jump Jet has a twin-tail with two engines and two seats.

The Harrier has two types, a version with a large fuel tank, and one with a small one. Kaman SH-2 Seasprite - a basic U.S.
military-designated general-purpose helicopter, the Seasprite has a twin-tail and has two engine pods and a crew of two. The

Kaman is customizable and can be upgraded. Robinson R22 - a small, light and agile American helicopter, the R22 is used by
the United States Air Force and Marine Corps. The R22 has two engines and two seats and is customizable 520fdb1ae7
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